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INTRODUCTION
"Into the twilight of the worlQ are launched each year
these miliioiito of tiny ships. Under a sky of cloud and
stars they grox^e out to the great waters and the great
winds-little sloops of life on whose voyaging the future
hangs.
"
John Galsworthy
Cne of the popular quota ti ore of the day is that "the
children of today are the men of tomorrow." Sir h a saying'
or one similiar to it has been on the lips of Jiian since the
beginning of life itself. In primitive times fathers
prepared their sons for manhood. They were taught to slay the
beasts of the forests to satisfy the pangs of hunger and provid
coverir-g for their bodies; they v;ere shovm how to protect
themselves and their future families from the invasions of
neighboring tribes; and they were chastised and corrected by
their fathers whenever they disobeyed their wishes. (1)
During these primitive periods the family was the
Important unit, and the father was in complete control even
to the slaying of his Vvdfe and children if he so desired. . It
was the father who administered any form of punishiment he
'thought was needed by his family. Even the tribe and clan
v/ere subservient to the father's desires regarding his own
family.
During the flourish of Grecian civilization the State
began to demand that the father relinquish part of his
l.L.K.Mormn, Ancient Society ^ pp. 465-467
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:(Bontrol over tlie child in favor of the State, In other words,
the State v/as the unit now struggling for a secured
existence, and it deinanded a portion of the years of the child
I
in which it prepared him for the protection of the State,
In Roman civilization, the father, although at first having
almost absolute control over his children, gradually"
relinquished his dominance, and forced by the spread of
Christianity and the passing of the SMsXiaH Justinian Code
in 527, turned his son's life over to the call of the State (2)
I Gradual^ also, the rights of children he earn e manifested,
i at first pertaining onl^^ to property. Property acquired
i
j
by conquest was allov/ed to be kept by the soldier and not
turned 0/ er to the father. Property succession was so charged
j
that legally the child became a person and he bfl^gan to live
j
and exist on his iown right and not merely as a slave to be
I
sold or slain as a piece of property. No longer could the
I father punish the chJ.ld according to his wishes. Now the
i
I
State took over the reins of discipline for a criminal
i
offense. The child hO'.vever,had no special legislation passed
I
in his favor,nor was any special treatment given him. Rather
;
he v/as subj ected to the same laws as the adults . No
i
: distinction was made due to the child's tender age, nor were
I
the motives and other conditions analysed to determine the
j form (£ punishment. The law v;as on the statute books and a
I
!
criminal was a criminal irrespective of his age or motives. (3)
j
2, Anthem Oilman, Story of Rome , p. 279-285
j
S.Charles P.Sherman, Roman Qnpire in the Medieval Worid , pp. 160-IS
5

Soon hov/ever there came a realixation that children
because of their age and lack of developnent, could not be
ODnsidered crmlnals on the basis of adult standards. Evidences
of this rev/ attitude were displayed in the prisons of the
di urch where they made use of penitence and conversion to
effect the reformation of their prisoners.
In 15^ the City Council of Amsterdam introduced the
need of a corrective and reformative prison because of the
namber of yomg offenders, Dr.Sellin states that "the
resultijTg workhouse was indeed an unusual institution. Its
labor and its educational programs, its administrative
organizations , its use of rewards and punishments, and the
indeteminate sentence- thro ugh Judicial review-distinguish it
as one of the most important institutions of modern times. "(4)
Pope Clement XI created the house of correction for boys
in itome during the year 1704 as a further instance of the
forward outlook and the humanitarian attitude of the church
at that time. (5)
In 1£3S in England a lav; was provided for the
establishment of a Juvenile prison at Parkhurst,and the
treatment of the inmates v/as left largely to the discretion
of the officials. In France a separation of the Juvenile
from the adult offenders was mentioned and contemplated in the
Code of 1810, but it was not until 1850 that any special
4.Thorsten Sellin< Historical Background of Prisons , pp. 1-2
5. Ibid, pp. 2-6
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tpeatment or place of confinement was according them. Much
discussion took place in Germany during the early and raiaale 19-tih
century but it was not until 1S71 that a juvenile was actually
classified as separate and distinct tj,^pe of offender. (6)
In the United States, New York State took the initiative
in l£24,and from that time di ilcren after conviction could
not "be confined with adult criminals, Illinois followed in
1831 with the law that minors might he punished differently
from adults for certain offenses. (7) The L^Tnan School for
Boys in 'Vestboro,Massachusetts was opened in 1846(8), and the
principle of probation was legalized in Massachusetts in 1878.
At first little attention was paid to the reformation
of these "men to be." It is true that they were given a trial
which was a little less formal and a sentence which was not
as harsh as that given to adults, but the idea of correcting
the boys bad habits and delinquencies by therapry^ with the
hope of their being able to take their places as law abiding
citizens of the future, played no part in their trial or
sentence.. There v;as the case of one Jesse Poue roy of
Massachusetts in the 1870 's who committed a crime for which
he was given a life sentence. He remained at Charles tovm
Prison in solitary confinement for €orVj three ^ears, dying
a few 36 ars 3^P,a broken,haggard man v/ho was the victim of
6. Richard Roy Perkins, Treatment of Juvenile Delinquents , ?p. 25-^8
7. Edwin H.Sutherland, Criminology , p. 284
8. CP.Worcester, A Fev; Facts Concerning L^^Tian School for Boys ,p,
1
the treatment accorded minors during those days immediately
following the Civil War. (9) Today Pomeroy would have been
examined by psychologists , neurologists ,and psychiatrists and
undoubtedly sent to a hospital for the crijninal insane.
Since the beginning of the 20th century the attidtude of
the courts toward the delinquent child has changed. No longer
is he treated as an adult offender and subjected in most
instances to the same rigorous laws governing them. The
trend today is in the direction of readjustment and tov/ards the
lending of a helping >iand to the boy or girl who has
stumbled on his march along the highway of honesty and
rightousness. Today specialists in the field are not thinking
of the months the delinquent child spends in a correctional
institution as the only cure for his wrongdoirigs. Rather, the
current is a questioning one. "V/My did he do itV "\Vhat are
the conditions in his home life and in his environment?" ">^Tio
are his parents and his companions?" "IVhat is his attitude
towards his school Tvork,his teachers, his school chums?" All
of these and many other searching questions are at the
present time the "basis of treatment of the child(lO) .Those
interested in and coniB cted mth the work of aiding these
unfortunate children are searching into the past to solve
the future. They realize that behind the acts of the child
lie innumerable circumstances over which the child has no
9.Kenry Herbert Goddard
«
Juvenile Delinquency , p.
2
10. Ibid , p.
3

control. It is knovm that the mental and physical makeup
of: the parents and the grandparents for that matteri condition
the attitudes and capacities of the child. It is also known
that the environment and one's companions often contribute
to the commission of certain delinquent acts. As Henry
Goddard says , "the development of the child into a useful
member of society is an evolutionary process , dependent upon
the interaction of tv/o forces; the one acting from within and
the other from v.lthout. The former is the inherited m ture
"of the child, and the latter his acquaintencies from his
environment. . . . Into what kind of a member of society a
child will evolve depends upon the kind of inheritance he has
the environment in v;hich he is placed, "(11)
Healy and Bronner in their iew book Hew Li^^ht on
Lelinquency and Its Treatment « supplement Goddard 's
statements and advance the further hypothesis that "the
origins of delinquency in every case unquestionably represent
the expression of desires and urges v/hich are otherv/ise
mnsatisfied. . . . Delinquency is one small part of the
total stream of the individual's life activities and in its
significance represents , equally with other behavior,
a
response to inner or outer pressures. In common with all
volunta3?yj activities, it is one variety of self-expression. "(12)
Such an awareness of the problem of delinquency shows
11. Ibid , p.
5
12. William Heal;:^^ and Augusta Bronner, New Light on Delinquency
and Its Treatment
, pp . 1-14

the futility of merely sentencing a child to serve a term of
months and expecting him to be released a purged individual
I
and ready to take his place in the ranks of honest citizens,
A scientific search into the recesses of the child's inner
self to determine the inner drives and outer stimuli which
have caused his present response, plus a thorough knowledge
of his heredity and environment are necessary before the
roots of this social disease can be discovered and the
proper attack made,
JUVENILE DELINqUENGY AIv^OTTG WJRCES
This paper is an attempt to study the factors in and the
methods of treatment of juvenile delinquency among I^egroes.
Composing twelve million or one- tenth of the entire
population of the I^ited States, the Negro plays an integral
part, and his actions and treatment substantially add to or
detract from the sum total of any problem. Living in a country
where the tvv^o races constantly rub elbov/s one vn.th the other,
the problems v/hich affect one group, to a greater or lesser
are
I
degree affect the other group. Both s subject to the same
i
! environmental conditions, and to the same legal regulations
' and restrictions as they go about their daily routine.
Particularly does the delinquency of the Negro juvenile
group affect the percentage of crime in the entire nation,
j
when it is found that out of 17,017 juvenile cases received
\1
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from the courts in 1933 throu£:hout the entire country, 3, 610
cases or 21.2;^ of these cases were Negroes. (13) In the
No rttiem,Mountain, and Pacific states where 5»17o of the
v/as
population is lIegro,out of 11,079 cases, 1,552 or 14;^ v;ere
Negroes, and in the Southern states where the ITegro population
was 28.G/J of the whole, out of 5,9GS cases, 2, 058 or 34,57a
were Kegroes.(14) V/ith such a large number of Xegro cases
received, and their proportion to the Negro population in
these states, it is easily seen that to neglect this Negro
element would have a disastrous effect on ttie success of
modem therapeutic methods.
For the most part, the state or county agencies handle
these cases, but in many instances where the offense is
committed on Federal property or where the Federal government
has sole jurisdiction to prosecute the case, the Federal
courts dispose of it. In 1933 these courts disposed of 1,690
cases of which 291 or 17.1% were Negroes."(15)
.-vt first glance these figures seem to indicate th^t
Negro children are more inclined tov/ard crime than white
children, and that they themselves are responsible for the
high criminal rate of the United States. But this is not
necessarily true and although in actual figures their delinquencj|y
rate is tv/ice the delinquency rate for white children(16) , the
reasons for this high rate are not with the child but with
13.Juvenile Delinquents in Public Ifastitutions o.ll 1933
14 .
1
5th Census of the United States , Vols . II , III
15. Federal Offenders .d. SI 1933
16
.
Ge orge E .Mango Id , Problems of ghild 7;elfare

the external concitions and factors which surround him and
which are intensified in many instances by the fact that he
is a Negro. P.euter says that "there is no reason to believe
that Negro children are raore criminal in inclination than
other children. But the lack of training in the home and the
lack of mental control is conducive to their delinquency
and crime. "(17)
Other problems v/hich although affecting other groups,
particularly affect the Negro child are l^ck. of educational
facilities and poverty. Reuter further states that "because
of p5rverty,both parents frequently work away from the home.
The children are in consequence neglected and left
unsppervised to play in the streets and alleys v/here , because
of the neighborhood environiTient in which the great majority
of Negro families live, they almost inevitabl§r come in contact
with vicious persons and have every opportunity to observe and
become familiar with debased standards of life and conduc t. " (1^)
MTUBE Am PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER
My interest in delinquency \b gan in 1933 when I had
an opportunity to work at the Virginia Manual Labor School
in Hanover,Virginia. The appearance of the boys when they
arrived, their superficial hardness , their reactions to certain
questions , and other phases of their activities during their
stay at the school, aroused my khxh curiosity and I had a
17. Edwin Byran Reuter, American Race Problems , p. 362
IS. Ibid, p. 220
11.

desire to delve into the past history of these boys, and to
determine if possible what caused their present delinquencies
and attitudes, .-is I had no knowledge of any comparative
study on causes and methods of treatment among l^egro
I
juvenile delinquents in the North and the South, I decided
ji
i! that such a study might be interesting and helpful from a
||
sociological viewpoint.
1 Information on this subject is cifficult to obtain
il
particularly m Virginia because many rural counties keep no
adequate records of their cases. In Massachusetts the
principle difficulty is that there is no separation of the
races and in .uost instances the records fail to show whether
the offender is Negro or v^ite,the court and probation
officer depending on memory for this fact. Thprefore whatever
infomation is contained in this study is not to be taken
too strictlj'- as the cause anxi treatment of all of the cases
in the two states, but only an indication of the causes,
methods of ti'eatraent ana now they have oeen used to aid the
colored boys and girls in the readjustment of their lives.
As few books "tear directly on this subject,much of the
source material has come from the armual reports of the
various agencies within the two states, ana also from a
personal in"\fc stigaiion by the author in Virginia and
Massachusetts.
For the purposes of this study, the words " aelinquent
II
I
child" or "Juvenile clelinquent" shall inclncle any child
under 17 year.s of age in Massachusetts arc under IE years
of 3^e in Virginia who:
1.Violates a law of the state , city, town or county, or
2.1s incorrigible , or
3.1s a persistent truant from school, or
4, Habitually associates with vagrants, criminals, or
reported criminals, or vicious or iminoral persons, or
5.1s an habitual loafer or vag'rant,or habitual];^'"
uses intoxicating liquor as a beverage, or
6. Frequents a oisorderlj,^ house, or
7. Frequents a gambling house or place where a
gambling device is ope rated, or
£. Habitually and v/ithout restraint uses or v^rites,
or circulates , vile , obscene, vulgar, profane or
indecent language, or is guilty of acts of moral
preversion. (IQ)
"Detention hone" will be that temporary abode provided by
the state for the confinement of Juvenile offenders while
awaiting trial or disposition.
"Reformatory" or "training sdiool" shall be that place of
confinement provided by the state or county for Juvenile
delinquents.
Data for the year 1933 will be found most frequently
19. Virginia Code of 1930, Chapter 78, section 1906
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quoted in this study for the reason that the author found
the records for that year to be more re arly complete for
both states than for any other year.

JUVEiaLI^ DELIE'>UEKCY mom I^TEGROES II\ MASSACHUSETTS
IimODUCTION
Juvenile clelinqaency has been ^;iven major consideration
in Massachusetts for many years. Before the state itself
deemed it wise to place delinquent children under its
direct supervision, such private institutions as the
Bob ton House of Re fomat ion ( 1826 ), and the Boston Farm School
(1S33) cared for those who were maladjusted and delinquent.(20
)
The I^^man School at iVestboro opened in lS4S,and was perhaps
the first school in the United States conducted ty the state
for preventive work amorg children. (21) Massachusetts in
general and Boston in particular have been fortunate in
having such men as Harvey Humphrey Baker, Frederick P. Cabot,
and at the present tLme Joshua Perkins, as Judges of the
Juvenile courts, Uassachusetts was ote of the first states
to use probation havirg recognized the necessity of it in
the 70's.(22)
FACTORS IN JUVEITim: DFI.IKQUE:^:CY
Into this far-sighted state have come many thousands
of Negroes qg:ur:in^e iast twenty years. These , supplemented
by those already here for many years prior to the '.7orld
V/ar^ form l,2To of the entire population of Massachusetts, or
20
.
Massachusetts Care of De^pendent and Delincaient Childreni P
.
Ip
21. Ibid , 11
22. Perkins, p. 29

62,365 persons, (23)
Most of these families live in the middle class and slum
ii
areas of the cities. Those who live in the poorer
|!
neighborhoods arc subject to poverty , bad-housing, and over-
crowded conditions in general which allov; the children of
these families to come in conxact with bad companions and
immoral practices. In this section vre find the most fertile
field for delinquency.
Broken Home
One of the most important causes of juvenile delinquency
among Negroes is the broken home. The father or mother of the
child has deserted after a quarrel or arganent often in the
presence of the child, leaving the home and the care of the
child to the other. In a study conducted by the author at the
Boston Juvenile Court, out of 13 IJegro cases for the year 1933,
in 5 instances the father had left the mother with 1 to 4
di ildren to support. In 2 cases the mother had left the father,
and in 9 out of the 13 cases for that year the child was
without the protection and care of both parents.
In another case studied by the author during the past
year, the boy was a.:: illegitimate child, the mother not
knov;ing the father of the child. The mother, forced to work
during the day, let the boy drift until he finally became
connected v/ith a gang in the neighborhood. Caught forging a
23, Statesman's Year Book for 1936 , p. 556

check he was placed on probation onl^- to be caught later
and arrested for stealing pocketbooks. Today the boy is at
Shirley Industrial School, due in part to the fact that he
had no father to provide for the home ,neces sitating outside
work for his mother who should have been home attending
to the character building of her son and daughter.
Belle Boone Beard in her book Juvenile Proba ti on , gives
the following case as one illustrating a broken home:
"George H. ,a slouchy,overgrov/n colored boy of 15, was
born in Birmingham, Kis father who claimed to have
murdered 'two yellow skunks who v;anted his wife,' was
himself killed in a brawl when George was 7 years old,
Mrs.H, ^'vho is 'smart and prett^"" as a picture ', wets
remarried twice, but did not live for long with either
husband. V/hen George was 13, she came to Bos ton, accompanied
by a 'mighty fine gentleman'. But this 'gentleman ' found
George a nuisance and discouraged his stay around the
house, George met 'Slim the Gambler' and was admitted to
membership in his gang, . , ."(24)
Lack of parental Supervision
This factor to a certain extent is an outgrowth of the
broken home. The mother, left with the responsibility of the
child and the care and upkeep of the home,must find outside
work. This taJces her away during the day and leaves her little
24. Belle Boone Beard,Juvenile Probation , p. 137-38

time to supervise the action of her children.
In one of the above mentioned cases the mother was
forced to work in the household of another family in the
opposite end of the city for $10 per week. Her son left to his
own devices, soon fell into the ways of a neighboirhood gang.
His mother v/ould leave the house early thinking that he
wDuld iave for school at the proper time. Instead, he would
wait for his mother to get out of sight and immediately join
his buddies outside to plan and plot methods of committing
larceny without being taken into the toils of the lav/, (25)
In many instances because of poverty, both parents are
forced to work. Low wages and inability to support thefa
family cause them to be away all day thus bringing about a
let-down in supervision for the children when they return from
school. (26) Left to their own devices these children v^ander
about the streets of the crowded tenement districts and for
lack of anything else to do, Join one of the neighborhood I
gangs and resort to petty larceny, breaking windows, and other
mischief , resulting in their apprehension by an irate storeman
or an officer of the law. (27)
Lack of Proper Recreational Facilities
This factor is also of major importance in the problem
of juvenile delinquency. Especially is this true in the
25. Conversation with boy by author
26 . T ,J , Yoofter, I\ep-rD Problems in Cities
,
p . 229
27 . F .H , Thrashe r , The Gang:
,
p . 34
-1
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poorer sections of the cities. Although figures are not
available regardir^- the nurnber of pc^rks and playgrounds
within the colored districts , the autlior ventures the
statement that the number is far too inadequate for the
needs of the community. As a result the children of the
neighborhood have to seek other forms of activity to amuse
themselves. Such recreational centers as the ShHW House
and the Roxbury 3oy's Club serve needjt purposes in Eoston's
South End, by providirig games, athletics, handlerafts and
summer camps for the boys in tl-at section, 'ihe city owned
playground on Columbus Avenue in Boston, is frequented by
hundreds of the colored boys of tbat section where ouring the
summer months all types of pports take place under proper
supervision. Scattered throughout the South End are other
smaller playgrounds which in many instances are not
supervised and the children are left to their own resources
to shoot craps, gamble, fight or do anything else they
desire. One boy investigated by the author used one of the
darkened playgrounds at night to wait for somenone to ccsne
00 uld
along from whom he k2ck steal a pocketbaok.
As stated previously , these factors and ir.any oxhers are
not peculiar to the Negro,but are emphasized in his case inly
because of the large number of his particular racial group
who are forced because of one reason or anottier to locate
in the areas v/here the greatest number of delinquencies take
place.
-1
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TYPES CF OFFENSES
There are many types of offenses for which the Negro
juvenile offender is arrested in Massachusetts. Negro
children commit an equal number of offenses against the
person as against property, whereas among white children in
Massachusetts the crimes against property are in the majority.
In 1933, 907o of the crimes of white children were against
proiDerty,whereas only 50% of the Negro children committed
crimes against property. (28) In the study at the Central
District of the Bcb ton Juvenile Court for 1933, 7 of the
13 Negro cases for that year were for larceny, 2 for evading
street fare,l for vagrancy, and 3 for throwing stones at a
train thereby damagirig railroad property.
]i£THODfi OF TREAUENT
IVhen a child between the ages of 7 and 17 commits an
offense and a complaint is made by a private citizen or an
officer of any court, a summons is issued requiring the child
and his parents to appear in that court to answer the
complaint and shov/ cause v/hy he should not be adjudged a
delinquent. Before the hearing^ the court orders a probation
officer to investigate the complaint, the character of the
child, his school record, the home conditions, and any previous
complaints. Ihis report is presented to the court at the time
of the hearing. It is upon this report plus the testimony
28. Beard, p. 25
II
of the child and his parents, that the court bases its
decision. If the chile is adjudged a delinquent he has the
right to appeal to the superior court and have his case
tried in that court, his case being conducted in a inanner
sLuilar to all criminal cases v/itliin that court.
If a child is adjudged a delinquent and he does not
appeal, the court may "place the case on file, or may place
the child in the care of a probation officer for such time
and on such conditions as may seem proper. If it is alleged
which
in the complaint upon^the child is so adjudged that a law of
the Comiiionv/ealth has been violated, the court raay,vd.th the
consent of the department, authorize it to place such child
if
in charge of any person,andy^at tim any time thereafter such
child proves unmanageable, to comiiit such child, if a boy
under 15 years of age to the Lyman School, if a boy between 15
and IS years of age to the Industrial School for Boys, or if
a girl offender under If years of age, to the Inaus trial
School for Girls, but not for a longer period than until such
child becomes 21 years of age. The department may provide
for the maintenance, in v/hole or in part, of any child so
placed in charge of any person. "(29)
The hearing is conducted in a special courtroom used
for that purpose,v/here onl^'' those directly concerned with the
case at hand are allowed to enter. It is informal in nature,
without in most cases, the opposing attorneys, clerk of court,
29.Massachusetts General Laws, Tercentenary Ed. Chapter 119, sec. 58
11
I
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and other humiliating publicity attendant in a regular
courtroom for adults. The judge(full time in Boston L/istrict,
part tme in other sections of the state) does the questioning
and decides the i uilt or innocence of the child on the basis
of this questioning plus the reports and recomendations of the
probation officer. The Boston Juvenile Court is particularly
noted throughout the country for this atrnosphere of
friendliness and it is because of the methods of the court
and its probation staff, that it has come to be leco^iized as
one of the foremost juvenile courts in the land. As the late
Judge Baker himself said"the officials of the court believe
it is helpful to think of themselves as physicians in a
dispensary .'•( 30
)
Massachusetts is fortunate to have as an aid to its
juvenile courts, the nationally famous Judge Baker Guidance
Center. It is here that those whose acts are thought to be
based on mental difficulties, are given thorough examinations
by its staff of eminent psychologists, psychiatrists,
neurologists, and social v/orkers. The work can best be
explained in the words of the late Judge Baker in v>rhose
honor this institution was founded in 1917. He said in part:
"The studies are aivided under three heads-meaical,
psychological and social. Under Lr.Healy's direction
only a general medical examination is given, special
troubles being referred to specialists. The psychological
SO. Karvey Humphrey Baker ,Upbuilder of the Juvenile Court, p. 109
f
examination is searching, the aim being to discover
possible mental defects or aberations which require
treatinent or special supervision, special capabilities or
interests that have not been GevelopeG,and matters of menta,
life or of habits which neea understanding. All the social
aspects of the case are got through the investigation of
the probation officers, agents of the child-helping
societies and the trained field worker on the staff of the
Foundation. Finally all the findings are put together to
complete as far as possible, a true picture of the
significant features of each individual case, ana thus
give the judge essentially the Scame approach to his
problems in the matter of the relation of cause and effect
as the scientist has in his laboratory or the moaem
business man in his factory or office. "(31)
The following tables show the age, place of birth, religion
and literacy of the 13 colored cases or l,34/.5 of all the
cases received in the Boston Juvenile Court in 1933:
Fig . I AGE AT Tl^K TlUE OF HEARING
11 years-
12
13
14
15
16
17
-1
-0
-3
-1
-2
-3
-3
13
23.
31. Ibid, pp. 9- 10
II
I!
24,
Fig. II
Fig. Ill
Fig. IV.
PLACE OF BIRTH
North 7
South —
6
13.
RELIGION
Baptist 8
Methodist 4
Catholic 22i.
13.
LITEIiACY
Srd grade 2
4th " 1
5th " 1
6th 3
7th " 2
8th " 1
High School 2
Trade -chool —
1
13
jfflOBATION
Charles Hoffman says that the "essence of probation is
helpfulness- the adjustment of the individual to his peculiar
environiTient or situation in life. . . . Its aim is to feave
those upon whom the burdens of life bear heavily and who
without help and guidance might be lost. "(32)
Probation as a method of treatment in Massachusetts
formally dates back to 1S78 when the Mayor of Boston was
authorized to appoint a probation officer. Since that time
the idea of placing an offender in the custody of a probation
32 . Charle s W . Hofflnan
,
National Probation Proceedinp;s , 1928 , p . 12
11
\
1
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1
1
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officer has extenaed until at the present tiine there are
one or more such officers in each juvenile court within
the Commonwealth, 'ITie officers are chosen by each court.
Judge Baker once said that the "ideal probation officer
should have all the consecretion of a devoted clergyman,
all the power to interest and direct of the efficient
teacher, anc all the discernment of the skillful physician. "(32
)
His cutmes are to investigate cases within the
jurisGiction of the particular court and to check on all
offenaers placed in his custody as to tr.eir activities, home
conaitions,and companions while they are on probation.
iijxcept in extreme cases an offencer is placea on
probation at least once before he is committed to an
j
institution. This procedure veiries of course v/ith the
inaividual circumstances of each case. Of the 3 liegro cases
out of 13 which were sent to institutions, each had been
placed on probation at least twice prior to being
institutionalized. (34) No statistics are available for
Massachusetts as a v^hole regarding Negro juvenile probationers
,
but in a nation-wide survey for 1933, it was found that of
a total of 3,610 Negro juvenile delinquents received from
the courts, 1,126 or over 317o had had at least one previous
probationary period, (35)
During this period weekly visits to the probation
33, Ibid, 119
34. Personal investigation by the author
35.Juvenile Delinquents in Public Institutions , U.S. Bureau
of Census, IV. 33, p. 24
I"I
oflice are made by the offender, and the officer visits the
chile in his home, at his v/ork,etc,as often as he deems
necessary. Termination of the probationary period is
depenaent on the improvement sho./n by the child in his
ability to reacgust himself to his environment, as determined
by the probation officer and the court. The period varies from
six months to two or three years. (36)
An important part of the probationary period in Boston
is the requirement that each probationer attend v/hat is
knov/n as the Citizenship Training Group for a period of
six years. This Group, in existence only a little over two
years,anG ably headed by Mr,\vollons,a gracuate of the
jooston University School of bocial Service, is a part of the
readjustment of the child. The six weeks period is diviaed
into a series of lectures on citizenship,mental and
physical tests and gyimiasium v/ork. Its purpose is to educate
the delinquent boy in the requirements of a lavi^-abicing
citizen and the necessity of a sound, he althy body brought
about by clean, competitive sport. (37) One colored boy v/ho
attended this Group, told the author that it was during his
period in the Group that he realized v/hat he had missed
as far as athletics were concerned. The tasketball training
received there led him to later become the captain of one
of the teams at the Shaw House hecreational Center.
36. Statement made to author by Chief Probation Officer
O'Mara of Boston Juvenile Court
37. Author's conversation v/ith Mr.Wollons

CaUI>]'iY TRAINING SCHOOLS
Massachusetts has four training schools supported
directly by the tov/ns and counties, for those delinquents who
are habitual truants, habitual absentees, or habitual school
offenoers. These schools are for the purpose of instruction
and training ana are supported by the to//ns who sena
chidren to them. The four schools in iiissex, PIainpden,Midalesex,
and Worcester counties, are so located as to enable each town
in the Comi'iionwealth to be vvithin a reasonable distance of one
an
of the schools. The child is committed for. indefinite
period and must remain at least until it is felt by those
in charge that he can correct his v/ayv/ardness when he
returns to his community. :,'hile under the immediate
jurisdiction of the particular county, the state has
supervisory^ control over these schools, ana they are subject
to the Department of Laucation ana Lepactment of Public
Welfare. (3b) In 1933 out of 124 chilaren received at these
schools, only 2 were colored, one being receivea at the
Essex County Training School and the other at the V/orcester
Training School. (39) Although letters were written to these
schools by the author, no replies were received from any of
them. But from the 1933 report it can be seen that the Negro
population in these schools is aljnost negligible.
38 . i/iassachusetts General Laws, Tercentary Ed . Chap . 77 , se ct . 1- 11
39
.
Juvenile Delinquents in Public Institutions , 1933 , p . 59
r
STATE TRAIiaNG SCHOOLS
Massachusetts maintains three state correctional schools
for juvenile delinquents : the Lyman School for Boys, the
Industrial School for Boys at Shirley, and the Industrial
School for Girls at Lancaster.
Lyman School for Boys
The Lyman School for Boys was established in 1846 in
Westboro "as a manual training school for the employment,
instruction, and reformation of Juvenile delinquents. "(40) It
is organized om the cott^e system for boys under 15 years
of age at the time of corniiittment. The inmates live in
thirteen cottages, one of which is used for boys requiring
special care and supervision. The normal capacity is 450 boys,
and in 1935 there was an average of o51 boys present. (41)
As Worcester states in his book, "the particular problem
of the Lyman School is this:Kow shall we treat the boys of
Massachusetts between 11 and 15,v/ho are considered unsafe
members of the community, so that in the shortest possible
time, it will be safe to return them to the community as
useful members of the Cominonwealth,and as contributors to,
rather than subtracters from, its value?"(42)
The school is based on the cottage system, each cottage
being occupied by a family of from 25 to 35 boys who are
40. CP.Worcester, p. 1
41. Annual Report of Trustees of Mass .Training Schools,193o,p.3
42. C.P.V/orcester,p.3
fr
cared for "by a master,matron, school teacher and matron's
assistant. This system v\rhereby the boys are divided into
groups eating and sleeping together, lends a spirit of
friendliness and cooperation within the school. Each boy
is enabled to receive special, individual attention from the
master of his cottage by the ILniting of the numbers of boys
in the cottages to 35 members. The aster is able to learn the
ways of each boy, his wants and his needs. He is able to study
boy as he eats, sleeps and plays, and in this way to advise the
psychologist and other officials of the attitudes and
recreations of each boy.
A special Boy Scout camp(Camp Needle Ridge) is provided
for the boys who, like outdoor life, ana each year those v\^ho
are deserving, spend one week each living in and learning to
love the out-of-doors.
Most of the manual labor work is done on the large farm
where enough produce is raised each season to make the
institution self-sustaining as far as vegetables are
concerned. Other v/ork such as cane-seating and heel-cutting
is conducted during the winter months.
Baseball, football anc boxing appeal to the athletic
nature of the boys eliminating to a great extent the
prison-like feeling one would possibly have at a training
school.
No report could be gained as to the MKoiiiKr number of

Negro boys attending the layman School at the present time, but
according to a report from the United States Department of
Commerce , Bureau of Census, no colored boys v/ere received
during the year 1933,(43) P^orn conversations with Probation
Officer 0'Mara,it has been learned that there is no
discrimination whatsoever at the school, and the colored boys
are given the same treatment as the others. Also in a case
investigated by the author of a colored boy who had been
there, it v/as found that he received good treatment during
his stay at the institution, and v/as captain of the
football team curing his last few months in attendance.
The Industrial School for Boys at Shirley
Shirley was founded in 1908 for the confinement of boys
between the ages of 15 and 18 years. It has 10 cottages on
a large 968 acre plot with a capacity of 334 boys. Its aims
and purposes are identical v/ith those of the Lyman School
iiiore
with the emphasis naturally being placed on a ^lke intense
training in academic, industrial,vocational and social
problems
.
During the year 1933,8 out of the 312 boys received
were Negroes, (44) 3 of these coming from the Boston District.
At the present time there are 7 colored boys out of 250
at the school. In a letter from R.T. Grey, Director of
Education, he stated that the treatment of the colored boys
43.Juvenile Delinquents in Public Institutions ,1933, p. 59
44. Ibid, p. 59
€
is the same as accorded the v/hite boys, and that ttieir conduct
and adjustiiient is on the level with the other inmates. (45)
Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster
This school was established in the fall of 1856 after
being started by subscription and with the help of the
Legislature in lS54."The main purpose of the school is
character building; the formation of habits in self-control
and stability , and a better understanding of spiritual values,
in order that the individual may become adjusted and
acquire an ability to cope with present social conditions. "(46)
All girls are committed from the courts throughout the
state and are received between the ages of 7 and 17 years.
Lancaster is based on the cottage system with 11 cottages, each
girl having her own room and the supervision of its care. The
girls are under the care of the Department of Public Welfare
until they are 21, but remain in the school only for a period
of a definite course of training which includes general
nousework, laundry, cooking, sewing, Dressmaking, cfafts and a
course in academic training through three years of
commercial high school. An eighth grade class is graduated
every June with a pageant and exhioition of work. There are
regular classes in domestic science, gynnastics, piano and
vocal music with special instructors. The health of the girls
45, Personal letter from R.T.Grey, Director of Education, Shirley
46.Annual Heport of Trustees of Mass .Training School, 1933, p. 22
C
and ethical and spiritual instructions are given special
attention. On civic holidays the twirls put on plays in the
chapel-appropriate to the day, and much is made of the
Christmas and Easter holioays ,with decorations and religious
pageants
.
(47)
Vi/ith a capacity of 297 girls, in 1935 the average number
present was 298, The girls upon thiir arrival are interviewed
by the Superintendent, given a health examination at the
hospital, and then sent to a receiving cottage where they
remain two months. Luring this time they are studied for
attitudes,apptitudes,and their reactions to various situation^
At the end of that thv.e they are sent to one of the training
cottages where they are assigned to various household duties
and placed in an academic grade. All prLmary and intemediate
grades are follov/ed b^^ commercial work of a high school level
In 1933 there were 7 colored girls received at the schoo!]|.
out of a total of 126. On April 1st 1937, there were 46 color-ed
girls present out of a total of 331. Miss Campbell in a lettejip
to the author said that "the colored girls are given the same
training as the white girls and no difference is made, and no
one seems to think of them as being different than the others
there. We have responsive and unresponsive girls among both
the v/hite and the colored girls. The colored girls take an
active part 4n all the activities the same as do the white
girls .
"
47, Conversation with (Miss) Catherine Campbell, Supt. of Lancaster

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AI^ONG FiiiGROES IN VIRGINIA
INTRODUCTION
The first definite step in a program to aid delinquent
children in Virginia was made in 1915 in the city of Richmond
jl
where under provisions of an Act of General Assembly, the City
!| Council passed an ordinance providing for the establishment
jl of the Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court, Attached to
i!
!i
Virginia's first juvenile court were also the first juvenile
li
jj
probation officers whose sole duty was to investigate these
I
cases ana recommend their findings to the court. (48)
j
Prior to this time children had been tried in the
I
I'
regular courts of the Commonwealth, ana subjected to the
|i
I
same treatment which especially in the case of Negroes,was
jt humiliating and degrading, to say the least. No investigation
i!
!j was made of the case and the child would be sentenced for
ij the crime itself with little chance to produce evidence
ij
showing the circumstances leading to the crime or to reveal
jl
I! his home and school background which in many cases might
jj
il have led to and caused his delinquency.
|i
jl
The reformatories of Virginia dating back to the
1 begirjiing of the last century,were little more than places
: of refuge for a community's 'bad eggs', with no thought
j
of scientific treatment as a method of bringing about a
I
i readjustment. The children were sent in many cases by the
; 49 20th Annual Report of Juvenile and Domestic Relations
jj
Court in Rich^mond for 1935, p. 11
!!
!
1
1
1
i
1
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parents themselves who could not afford to support them or who
could not control them in their daily activities. The
Commonwealth took little interest in the child after he had
been placed in one of the institutions, for at that time they
were not supported by the Commonwealth but by private
individuals or associations, and the children sent were
gratefully turned over by the Commonv/ealth in order to
relieve the congestion of the jails and lockups.
Other cities such as Norfolk, Danville, and Lynchburg,
seeing the value of the special Juvenile court and the
effective work of its probation officers, quickly followed
Richmond's idea, and in a few years, juvenile courts in the
larger cities were established*
In 1922 the Children's Code was revised to meet the
changing conditions, and eighteen bills with admendments were
enacted into the laws. In 1924 the Children's Memorial Clinic
in Richjnond was established as a private enterprise and an
aid in the giving of efficient mental and physical tests to
those children brought before the juvenile court. ( 4^
Official interest in Negro delinquents as such in
Virginia,was spurred by the establishment of the Negro
Reformatory^ in 1S97, Started purely as a private
organization, its necessity v;as realized and consequently it
was taken over by the Coramonv/ealth, In 1915 the State
49.1bid,p.ll
0c
Fedeaation of Colored Women's Clubs began its industrial
school for delinquent girls, and this was taken over by the
1
Conmionwealth in 1925, The first probation officer for
I
colored boys began his duties in Richmond in 1928, his
!
salary being paid not by the city but by the Civico Club, a
Negro civic organization. (50)
With a Negro population of 650,165 or 26,8'fo of the
entire population of the Commonwealth, the problems of the
Negro juvenile delinquent materially affect the annals of
crime in Virginia. ( 51) Especially is this realized v/hen it
was found that in 1935 the colored boys constituted 50% of
the delinquents brought before the court in Richmond, v/hile
the Negro population v;as only 29% of the total. (52)
FACTORS IN DELINvUENCY
Broken Home
In Virginia as elsewhere, the broken home is one of the
major factors in juvenile delinquency. Out of 164 cases
received at the Virginia Manual Labor School in 1933, only
28 or slightly over 17% were living with both parents at
the time of committment as shwm by the following table: (53)
50 .Ibid, p. 12
51 .Statesman's Year Book for 1936 , p. 624
52 .20th Annual Report of Juvenile Court in Richmond, 193 5, p.
5
53 .All data from Virginia Manual Labor School was furnished
and used with the kind permission of Supt.W.B.Layton
i1
1
1
i
i
Figc.V.Livir^ With Whoa No. of children
Father'
Mother'
Relatives
Both Parents
Unknown
Adopted Home
36
51
29
28
10
10
164
In 83% of the above, the children were living with
someone other thaui both parents. In 31% the children were
living with the mother and in 21.9% they were living with
the father.
Out of 49 cases of delinquent girls received in 1933 at
the Virginia Industrial School for Girls, 8 or 16,3% were
living with both parents as shown by the following table: (54)
Fig.VI Living With vmom No. of children
Here again it is seen that the greatest number of those
received came from homes where the father was absent.
Albert ,an inmate of the Virginia Manual Labor School
came from Lynchburg, He was a lad of 15 years. He did not
know the whereabouts of his father. The mother had assumed
54 .All data from the Virginia Industrial School for Girls was
taken from the files by the author,with the kind
permission of Supt. J.P.Barrett
Father
Mother-
Both Parents
Relatives
Unknown
Adopted Home
-8
17
-8
12
-1
z3
49
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I
her maiden name and was living in a northern state. The boy
11
!j
lived with his maternal grandmother in I^chburg,but
jj
whenever he had trouble with her he would run away to his
I
paternal grandmother in North Carolina. His maternal
I
grandmother's home was well-kept and neat, but without the aid
i| and encouragement of his mother and father, he could not be
|!
I managed. He seldom attended school, prefering rather to
il
;! attend the movies or baseball games. He was finally arrested
l| for stealing and sent to the Virginia Manual Labor School,
'j The investigating officer connected with the Richmond
I
Juvenile Court said that what this boy needed was the care
!
and affection of his parents, and that he could have been
|!
Ij
deterred from his criminal tendencies by their proper
l|
i,
supervision and discipline.
j|
!(
poverty and Housing
i
li
The economic position of the average Negro in Virginia
Ij
j;
as elsewhere forces him to eek out a living on what is far
Ij below the rainimun level of security. In Virginia the father
jl
!j is unable to secure anything but the most menial Jobs.
li
j
Consequently his earnings are not adequate to support his
!
family beyond the mere subsistence level, and he is forced
' to live in the poorest sections of the colored residential
district. ie-Jackson Ward in Richmond. In a study by the
Virginia Administration of Public Works it was stated that

i
'with regard to almost ever^- housing test applied, the
i
]' Negroes were much more disadvantageously situated than the
ii whites, which hears out the findings of previous
I
! investigators that the housing situation of ITegroes is
generally poor.
'
)
ij
Lack of Kecreational Facilities
The habit of play is a part of the avergge child's life
and if denied him or if it is in any way curtailed, it is
going to affect his attitude towards life. Not given the
opportunity to engage in wholesome , clean play, he resorts to
those things which to him in many cases are merely
expressions and forms of play, hut v/hich are in reality the
beginnings of a life of crime. Such 'play' in cities as
Jumping on street cars, sticking pins and nails in
automobile tires, and breaking headlights in parked cars, are
outlets of pent-up enthusiasm and energy which for lack of
proper recreational facilities , have been directed in the
wror^ channel.
The first necessity in the proper directing of this
youthful energy is the playgroundj properly supervised.
Although Richmond in 1926 had 9 playgrounds for Negroes, it is
only during the summer months that any of these were
supervised at all and then for only two or three hours per
day.
55 . Housing and Delinquency ,Monthly Labor Review, Aug. 1936,
pp. 343-344
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Offsetting this seeming advantage of nine playgrounds
is the fact that the poorer section of the colored district
is in close proximity to one of the amusement centers of
Richmond. Here at ' Irlapp$;land ' the child comes in contact with
all types of sport life v/hich would have a detrimental effect
upon him. Drinking, fighting, craps, and other vices are
openly carried on by those frequenting the park and are often
participated in by the children themselves.
Recently a dance hall in Richmond was condemned on the
ground that it gave boys and girls a chance to meet for
immoral purposes. (56)
In a survey by the Richmond Council of Social Agencies
in 1928 it was said that 'if character building agencies
build character, if preventive work prevents, and if
recreational agencies are to the slightest degree substitutes
for curative agencies , then the almost total lack of such
social activities for Negroes in Richmond, help to explain
the high Negro delinquency rate . ' ( 57)
Richmond has five high schools for white children,with
swimming pools,gummasiums and other modern equipment to
enable its children to enjoy the best in recreational
facilities. On the other hand the Negro children have one
overcrowded high school v/hich for lack of space has none
of the recreational appointments of the white schools. It is
56.T.J.Woofter Jr.,p.229
57 ' The Negro in Richmond «Monthly Labor Review, Aug. 1930, p. 4o

only recently that the Boy Scouts of America set up troops
for colored youths of the city. Judge Ricks of the
Richmond Juvenile Court in his 20th annual report says that
'the Y.M.C.A, has done most notable service to the v/hite boys
of the city, and that a like service should be extended to
the Negro boys and young men. ' ( 58)
Conditions along these lines are steadily improving in
Virginia however, and it is hoped that more work of this
type will be cone in order that the idle time of the
colored youth will be occupied. The Colored Playgrounds and
Recreation Association has been organized in recent years and
the colored churches, and the civic and fraternal organizations
have done their part in the way of providing camps, playgrounds
j
and other means of recreation for colored boys and girls. In
Williamsburg the city was aided in securing land for a
permanent colored playground by the Hamon Fund, ( 5^
Lack of Educational Facilities
This factor in juvenile delinquency is particularly
distressing to the Negro in the South. Although there is a
compulsory education law on the statute books of Virginia,
it is not enforced in many communities as far as the Negro
is concerned. The state authorities leave the enforcement
of this law to the local school author!ties, and in most
58, 20th Annual Report of Juvenile Court,Richmond,1935,p.5
59 , E , T ,Atwell
,
Recreation in Colored Communities , Playground
,
M' 26, p. 58
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cases in the rural sections at least, the Negro child is left
alone as far as his attendance at school is concerned.
In the rural sections this is a major factor. In the
first place the Southern states are based on the county
rather than the tovmship system. In each county there is
smpposed to be a consolidated county school where pupils
from that county are able to attend. This means that the
pupils living in the extreme parts of the county are forced
to travel many miles to attend school. In one county, 15
buses are used to transport the white children to their
school,while only 2 'ancient' buses provide for the
transportation of all of the colored children of that
county. ( 60)
The rural schools for its colored children are in
most cases old, and inadequate for the purpose intended. There
is nothing about them which is conducive to good training
even in the elementary subjects. Prof. Albert Morris of
Boston University sums up the influence of these rural
schools when he states that "the physical condition of the
school plant may be a casual factor, usually of minor
importance. Poor lighting and ventilation, uncomfortable
desks, and generally faulty equipnent influence conduct.
More important than these , especially in rural areas, are
improper separation of the toilet facilities of the sexes
and unsupervised play at noontime by children v/ho carry
60 .Conversation with parole officer of Virginia Manual Labor
School

their lunches to school. This combination particularly
encourages crime. "(61 )
In 24 counties there are no high schools for either
colored or white children. In the case of the white children
they are in many cases able to attend high schools in
other counties or in the cities. But in the case of the
colored children, in most instances the parents have little
extra money to send 'son' and 'daughter' away to 'git some
more learnin'
.
Private funds from such philanthropic organizations as
the Rosenwald Fund and the Anna T.Jeannes Fund have spotted
the South with clean 5modem county schools, and have greatly
aided in fighting the out-moded, dilapidated schools found
in the rural sections. ( 62)
In the cities the colored children are more fortunate,
although in every case buildings emd equipment are not on a
par with those of the white schools. Richmond, Norfolk,
Petersburg, Danville and other large cities have modern high
schools comparing favorably in cirriculum at least,with the
white schools.
It is regrettable that the authorities of Virginia do
not realize that the type of school, its equipment and
facilities are of the greatest importance in detemining
the type of individual the child will be in later years.
.Albert Morris
<
Criminology , p . 128
62 . Negro Child Life in Rural Communities
,
Conference of Social
Work , 1924
, pp . 178-174
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It is aptly stated in an article in the Journal of Juvenile
Research that "the first social situation outside the home
that the child meets is the school. The children who adjust
themselves readily to their work in school,who cooperate
normally with their teachers, play well with other children,
show no marked symptoms^ of behavior maladjustment,will in
all probability later on compose the rank and file of good
citizens, the substantial citizens of the community. On the
contrary, those children who early show difficulties in
school,who are extremely abnormal in some t^^^ of emotion or
moral disposition, are the ones who are likely^n.to be
maladjusted citizens in later life- the ne 'er-do-v/ells, the
criminals
,
probably even the insane. The school has a very
definite measure of determining or predicting delinquency
because it has been shown that truancy and outstandirjg
maladjustment in school are precursors of delinquency- they
are the danger signals, "(
The results of this lack of educational facilities and
the leixness of the officials in enforcing the education
laws, are seen in the courts and reformatories. In the
literacy section of the commitments of the boys at the
Virginia Manual Labor School appear frequently such
statements as"h€ is v/ithout any education and has never
attended school," and "the boy is 14 years old but has
never been to school." In a study of 100 delinquent boys at
g3 , N .Fenton
,
A State Program for the Prevention of Delinquency ,
Journal of Juvenile Research, XIII, 1929, pp. 2&5-2S2
i
r
Virginia Manual Labor School by R.P. Daniels, it was found
that the average I.Q. for them was 74,8%(64) The following
is a chart showing the literacy of the 164 boys at the
Virginia Klanual Labor School and the 49 girls at the Virginia
Industrial School studied by the author:
Fig .VII . LITERACY OF 30YS I^CEIVED AT VIRGIMA UAmJKL
SCHOOL IN 19337""^
Horizontal school grade
Vertical namber of children
7 8 9 high
64« Robert P.Daniels, A Psycholo.o:ical Study of Delinquency and
Non-Delinquent Negro 3oys « p. 15
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Fig .VIII . LITERACY OF GIRLS PEC1£IVED AT ^/IRGIMIA T^ILUSTRI^
SCHOOL FOR 1933
Horizontal-
Vertical---
•school grade
•nuiTiber of children
10 .
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
—
-
1 '
-4 |i«>-
J I
0 1 4 6 7 ^ '8 high
From Ki^s.VII and VIII v;e see that the greatest n'uxnber
of boys are in the 5th grade and the girls in the 7th grade.
As will be shovm later(65) the greatest nunber of boys are
16 years old, and, on the basis of the average child starting
school at 5 years of age, we find that the boys here are
retarded at least four years.
65 .See Fig. XVIII
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Race Prejudice
This factor encountered for the most part in the South,
while not a major one in the author's estimation, nevertheless
contributes to the number of juvenile cases araong Negroes in
Virginia, There is no doubt that prejudice is present and
naturally affects the rate of delinquency as shovm by
Bo^ardus when he says that the "antipathy against the Negro
often begins with the prejudices caught by the children from
their parents ."( 66) An article in the Monthly Labor Review
states that "it is not necessary to fall back on speculation
and wonder
.i^f; Negroes are sometimes arrested by white
policemen solely- because of race antagonism. (67)
In a conversation with one of the boys coramitted to the
Virginia Manual Lsbor School, the following story was told.
"I was walking down the road in my home town one day
and it was raining pretty hard. My girl is light- comp-
lexioned aid in looking ahead I saw a ^irl whom I took
to be my rirl. She was walking in the rain vathout a
coat. Seeing her situation I ran up to her and put my
coat over her shoulders. She turned around and I
found that she was not my girl but a white girl. She
hollered that I was trying to rape her. I was
arrested by the tov/n policeman, beaten about the head
when I said I didn't intend to rape her, and I was
66. Emory S .3o;:ardus ^ Iirurdgration and Hace Attitudes » p. 21
67. Ne^cro in Richmond Jlonthly Labmr Review, Aug. 1930 , p. 45

brought here on a charge of attempted rape." This boy v/as
an exceptionally well educated boy for his age, having
completed the first year in high school. He was planning to
STliudy for the ministry v;hen he finished school, but this
case of mistaken identity and the ill-feeling aroused by
this harmless incident caused a postponment of that ambition.
In another case a boy v;as playing about 10 P.M. in
front of his house in one of the smaller cities in Virginia.
A policeman came up, arrested him and brought him before the
court. The judge having ascertained the name of the boy, said
that he knew him to be "the son of that no-good 'nigger'
d)n street. I don't like his father and I'm going to
send him av/ay." Consequently he was sent to the Virginia
Manual Labor School on a charge of disorderly conduct. (66^
68 'The two above cases were told by the boys themselves and
their truth is not guaranteed by the author.
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TYPES CF OFFENSES
The following table shows the types of offenses committed
by the colored boys arrested in Richmond during 1933,1934,1835:
Fi^:. IX. Type of Offenses 1933 1934 1935
i
i
i
i
1
1
Stealing or attempted stealing 329 280 339
Truancy 37 26 43
Running Away 29 48 45
Ungovernable 109 93 109
Acts of carelessness 248 311 198
Violation of Liquor or Drug Act 22 16 11
Others 13 27 25
Violation of Probation 19 25 29
Total 889 937 914
V/e find that those guilty of acts of careless mischief
(trespassing, reckless driving, carrying concealed weapons),
larceny, and those who are ungovernable or incorrigible lead
among the delinquents in Richmond,
The following two tables show the types of offenses
Manual
committed by those boys sent to the Virginia Mxim±s Labor
School and those girls sent to the Virginia Industrial School
during the year 1933:

Vii^inia Manual Labor School for Boys
Fig.X T:,^e of Offense 1933
Stealing or attempted
stealing 139
Truancy 2
Incorrigible 2
Sex Offenses 2
Injury or attempted injury 10
Acts of aarelessness 5
Violation of liquor law 2
Others 2
total 164
Virginia Industrial School for Girls
Fig . XI . T}/pe of Offense 1933
Larceny or stealing 9
Incorrigibility 21
Delinquent 6
Immorality 9
Assault —4
total 49
Larceny or stealing is the principal offense committed
by the colored boys,v;hereas incorrigibility ranks first v/ith
the girls. Sexual immorality is a principii offense among the
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girls being 18,3;o of all the offenses ,whereas in the case
of the boys sex was a factor in only 1,2% of the cases.
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laETHODS OF TREAHvIii^I^iT
Virginia has a two-fold program of treatment for
the juvenile delinquent. After being sentenced by the
juvenile court he may be placed on probation or placed in
a state institution. If placed on probation he may be
given into the custody of his parents or relatives which is
the general procedure in the case of first offenders for
minor infractions of the law. Ii the child is a second
offender, or if it is thought that more effective treatment
can be given him away from his home and its enxrironment, he
is usually placed in a foster home. If however, the above
attempts do not prove fruitful, and if the child continues
to misbehave, or commit infractions of the law, or if his
delinquent act was of a serious nature, he is sent to the
state institution,
3luvenile Court
The juvenile courts in Virginia are combined with the
courts of domestic relations ,with the same judge in the
larger cities, sitting in both sessions. These courts are
usually located in a separate part of the courthouse, away
from the glaring eyes of those v/ho frequent the adult
courts. In Richmond the Court of Juvenile Delinquents and
Domestic Relations is in a separate building many blocks
away from the regular courts. It is ably headed by Judge
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James Hoge Ricks who has held this important post since the
courts began in 1916. With a staff of 24 including 7
probation officers, it has handled 36,006 children and
41,048 adults up to and including 1935, or during its first
20 years. In 1933 it handled 1,700 children's cases of
which 906 or 53.1% were t^egro children. ( 69) In Norfolk where
there is a full- time staff to handle juvenile cases the
court received 861 cases in 1933 of v/hich 497 or 57.7% were
Negroes. ( 70)
The ages of the colored children received by the
Richmond court are shown in the following table:
Fig . XII. Age Boys Girls
1-10 39 3
10-12 100 2
12-14 162 15
14-16 205 45
16-18 —289 46
total 795 111
The following is the disposition of the colored cases in
Richmond Juvenile Court during the year 1933:
Fig .XIII . Sis Dosi ti on Boys Girls
Dismissed 362 43
Continued 43 9
Fine imposed 5 0
Referred on jury trial 1 0
Placed on probation i3? 17
Private individual supervisio-13 4
Com.aitted to St.Bd.of Pub.'Vel-46 9
To other institutions 4 3
Returned as runaways 40 10
Others (surety required) 130 15
Attachment —17
—
—
1
795 111
69,20th Annual Report, Richmond Juvenile Court, 1935, p. 14
^0 ^Juvenll-e -GoTiirt-Stsitristies 1933-yp.e4 - - -

of the ..55 children sent to the Board of Public Welfare^
31 -vf/ere sent to the Virginia Manual Labor School and the
Virginia Inoustrial School, the remaining being sent to
private homes. In 395 cases or 43. 5,^ of the cases, the
children were dismissed with a v/arning'.
In the smaller cities and in the counties, the same
judge sits for both adult and juvenile cases, sitting for one
day a week in the latter court. There are a total of 118
judges in Virginia who sit at some time as juvenile judges.
In many counties few cases come to the attention of the
juvenile court as shown by a letter from the clerk of
Dinwiddie County Court. lie says that "there have been only
six cases during a period of four years (1933-3G) in Dinwiddie
County Court.JJoUp: of them were white and "fefif^ v/ere colored!! (71)
Probation
The probation system in Virginia is similiar to that
system in other states. Each city court maintains its own
special juvenile probation staff, and in the counties and to^yms,
the adult probation officer has charge of the juvenile cases.
As shown by Fig,XIII,151 colored children or 16,6% of the
total were placed on probation.
Foster homes, a part of probation are not used frec^uently
in Virginia in the case of colored children because of the
difficulty in finding the right t^^e of homes for the children.
71 .Letter received by author

34 children were sent to these foster homes in 1933, The
court was aided by such organizations as tJie Friend's
Association for Colored Children and the Children's Aid
Society, These two organizations found hones for 28 of the
34 children, and the 6 remaining ones were given homes with
their relatives away from the environment where they KxcoKLt
cominitted the offense, (71)
Detention Homes
There is a detention home for colored and white children
in each county and large city in Virginia, The children are
placed in these homes while awaiting a hearing. It is during
this time that the child's home and "background are
investigated. During the year 1933, the Richnond Colored
Detention Kome handled 1,006 children, and served 19,905 meals.
These children were detained for 6,635 days or an average of
6.6 days per child. Further data for this detention home
is shown in the follov/ing table:
Fig. XIV
Largest number of boys at one time 28
" " " girls " " " 9
" " " children"" " 36
Total no. of children handled irJ.933 1,006
71.1Sth Annual Report of Richmond Juvenile Ct,, 1933, p.
9

state Reformatories
Virginia Manual Labor School
Situated 10 miles from Richmond in Hanover County is
the first Negro reformatory^ in the United States. Founded in
1S97 by Dr.Smythe,a Negro, former Recorder of Leeds, and United
States Minister to Liberia, it has been an important factor
in the treatment of Negro children for 40 ^ ars. It was on
February 15th, 18S7 that Dr.Smythe approached the Prison Board
of Virginia and made known the need for a school for Negro
youth which would give them the training in the manual arts
and other phases of life v/hich the parents and the overcrowded
cities were unable to furnish. Consequently the Negro
Reformatory was founded and the school was opened formally
on June 11,1897. The Commonwealth made a small contribution
at that time but for the most part,money for its formation
was secured by private subscription.
From the beginning when there were only 2 or 3 small
buildings until the present time, the institution has risen
to a commanding place in the juvenile institutions throughout
the country. It is here on this 1900 acre strip of fertile
land that Negro youth of Virginia who have become socially
ill± and headed for a life of crime, are started back on the
road to social health. Headed by a most capable iiBBai,W.B,Layton,
who has been with xsksEiai: the school aLmost from the
be ginning , its staff of betv/een 27 to 35 colored men skilled
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in their particular fields has aided thousands of unfortunate
colored children in Virginia,
Its physical equipment consists of 2£ buildings anong
them a church, school, dining room, complete hospital,work shops,
dairy , cottage dormatories,a large athletic field and a
Isautiful parade ginound bordered b^^ stately oaks and elms.
Between two and four hundred acres of land are alv/ays under
cultivation, producing all the vegetables necessary for the
dining room. A large dairy, a sheep herd, five hundred hogs, and
thousands of chickens provide fresh milk and meat for the
boys throughout the ^e ar.
Among the traces taught at the school,unGer the direction
of experienced craftsmen from leadirg technical schools, arc
carpentry , shoemaking , bricklaying, auto mechanics, electricity,
bla cksrai thing, farming , dairying, and tailoring. There is however
the difficulty in this branch of the work of supplying the
most modem equipment for the boys. This is a problem which
confronts all institutions of this type where the annual
funds and appropriations are not sufficient to allow an
ample expenditure for new equipment. Thus such trades as
shoemaking and tailoring as .well as some of the others lack
much equipment which is necessary'' and needed by those
engaged in the trades to compete satisfactorily in modem
competition.
Housed in a modem building, the school house is divided

into four large rooms where 300 or more boys learn the
funcaraental academic subjects. The boys are divided into
seven grades according to the education they have had at
the time of committment. (see Fig.VII) From October until
June all of the boys must spend each morniiTg or afternoon
in the classroom under the competent instruction of one of
four teachers.
The entire institution is under military'- discipline and
consists of four companies and a band under the direction
of Leut.R.A .Crump, Bandmaster Coleman, and other officers
chosen from among those in charge and the boys themselves,
V7ith lectures and sermons each Sunday by those
connected mth the school, and volunteer service rendered
by ministers and student pastors of the various coraaiunities
in and around Richmond, the boys are able to gain spiritually
as well as materially.
The institution is based on the cottage system, each
cottage housing 20 to 35 boys of approximately the same ages.
These cottages are supervised by a husband and wife v/ho live
within the cottage and guide the after work hours of their
charges,
A merit system is in practice whereby a boy through
clean living, obedience, courtesy, and the strict observance
of the regnalations, be comes an 'honor' boy and is entitled
to wear a special shirt, live in the 'honor' cottage where

there are fewer restrictions, and often have charge of
groups of younger boys while they are working on the
grounds. On April 1st, 1937, there were 14 honor boys present
out of a group of 362 inmates.
The recreational life of the boy at the Virginia
Manual Labor School consists of football, baseball, track,
a
playground for the smaller boys, concerts
,
plays, and
entertainments of a varied sort given by talent at the
school and from the various social centers in Virginia,
Each Saturday afternoon during pleasant v/eather the boys
are able to participate in these various activities, engaging
teams from Richmond, Petersburg, and other places throughout
the Commonwealth. Dr. G.Lake Imes in speaking of recreation
at the Alatoama State Reformatory for Colored, makes the
follov/ing statement v;hich could easily be applied to the
Virginia Manual Labor School, He says that "thus far, Negro
boys and girls are limited to the streets and alleys, the
pool room, dance halls, dives and other questionable resorts.
They get into the toils of the lav/ after association with
some gang. But gentlemen, in my state, happily thepe is a
place for boys;a reform school, about thirty miles from us.
We have today something more than 300 boys in that reform
bchool. I have seen there 380 boys ranging from 7 to 20
years of age. And this is the striking thing about their
lives and the life they lead; it is out in the country, they

have no bars,no fences, or walls; but in the course of a year's
time not 3^S of that number tried to get away, V/hy? For the
vast majority of them it is the first opportunity they have
ever had in their lives for a wholesome , normal life. . . .
They are just like any other boys, their youth, instincts to
play, are what have led them astray, and when they get a chance
to play, and an avenue of play under conditions which are
normally for pla^^,they shov/ it just like other boys. "(72)
Corporal punishjnent is administered in extreme cases,
and then onl^^ by the disciplinarian under the direction of
the school doctor. Such punisbment as the curtailment of
privileges and extra v;ork on the farm have been effective
substitutes for the strap and the v;hip,
A boy remains technically within the custody of the
Co.mnonv7ealth until he is 21 years of age. In most cases
however, unless the crime is a serious one, the boy is
paroled after spending from 12 to 24 months at the school,
Ke is either paroled in the custddy of his parents or
relatives, or sent to some foster home until he is 21 years
old. The conditions of his parole are sufficiently
I
explained in the follov;ing copy of the parole certificate
used at the institution:
CERTIFICATE OF PAROLS
This is to certify that has been
released on parole urder the following conditions:
72. G.Lake Ames , Re creation for Colored People iFlay^:roung,
March 1926, p. 655

1. Each boy while on special parole and until
discharged by order of the Parole Board, or
other'wise jwill remain in legal custody of the school.
2. Ke shall(not later than the 10th of every month
while on parole) send to the Superintendent in
v/riting on blanks provided by the school, a report
of facts covering the preceeding month. Such report
shall, if possible, be in his own writing. Such report
must be indorsed by his parent or guardian, or his
first friend and advisor,
3 . While on parole he shall he in continuous emplp^^ment
or in attendance at school; he must avoid all evil
associations , obey his parents or guardian and adhere
to the lav/s of the school and the state.
4. For failure to observe any of the above rules, or to
make report as above required, his parole may be
cancelled the Parole Board and he will be at
once returned to thet School.
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The follovdng table gives a general suiamarj-' of the
Virginia Manual Labor office report for the period from
1931-1936:
Fi^.XV 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36
•132-New Boys
Recommitted IS
Ret. from Parole 0
Paroled Home 142
Paroled Elsewh 5
Discharged
Escaped 19
Captured 13
Qnployees 29
I^Jb.at inst at
beginning of yr301
ITo.at end of yr-259
Average daily
for yar
-16S——145——-170—— 159
-
—
1— 13—
10—- 10
-106——135——123——138
—184—- £6-—— 245
—41— 22— 17—
--23—
—30— 2S— 29— 30
-259——301——291—-—338
-301——291——338——364
-270——288——312——319
A greater portion of the boys at the school came from
the urban counties as shwwn by the fact that 74 out of 164
or 48,7% of those received in 1933 came from the 5 counties
in which are found the largest cities such as Richmond,
Norfolk, Danville, Petersburg, and Lynchburg. Fig.XVI shows the
number in each of the five counties:
Fig . XVI Counties, City ITumber
Henrico (Richmond) 31
llorfoik (Norfolk, Portsmouth}^ 19
Pittsylvania(Lynchburg) 14
Dinviidd ie ( Pe te rsburg ) 7
Canpbe11 (Danvilie ) 3
Rural Counties -90
164
r
Fig. XVII Ko.of Boys at Virginia Manual Labor School
January Is 1937
No, of Boys from Kichmond G4
" " " " llorfolk 50
" " " " other cities 153
II «« II II rural sections — 119
386
In Fig. XVII 69.2% of the boys were from the urban
centers and only 30.8% from the rural sections,whereas
according to the census for 1930, 81. i;^ of the Negro boys
between 9 and IS years of age,were living in rural sections
and only IS. 9% in the urban centers. (73)
The ages of the boys at the school vai^- from 12 to 19
years as shoivn by the following chart:
Fig:. XVI11. Age of Inmates at Virg:inia Manual ia.bor School, 1933
Horizontal age of child
Vertical number of children
12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 19
:73.15th Census of the United States,Vol. Hi, part 2, pp. 1142-1143
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jWe find the greatest number of boys received(41) were
ji 16 years old. Ko reason could be given by any official for
I
the increase in the number of boys betv;een the ages of 15
I
and 16 years. The f-radual decrease after 15 years is
I
explained hov/ever,ty the fact that in many instances boys of
; 16,173and IS years because of their si2e,wpre sent to the
il
j! State Farm or State Prison instead of the boys reformatory,
li
j|
There have been instances when boys have been sent to the
|{
reformatory as early as S years of age. One case is recalled
jj
v/here an & year old boy v/as sent to the school to remain until
;i
ji he v/as 21 years old because of an arson charge,
j
As indicated by the certificate of parole the school
I
11
jl
maintains a check system, on the activities of those cismissed
from the school, at least until they are 21, This system
I
although giving some indication of the boy's movements and
i activities,provides for no official local verification of the
i
data sent to the school by the boy. Gome fora. of check-up by a
I local probation officer or one other than the parents,who
;| is interested in the boj^ should be made. The present system
)
Ij hov/ever,is a step in the right direction,
1 In one case a boy who had learned to play the trumpet
i in the school band,wrote in his monthly report thiat "I am
I
playing in a band with the boys that are called the '3 ^'lat
i Tires'." His mother added th*at heK^ms playing regialarly
having broadcasted several times from the local station, and
that she thought that his success was v/holly due to the
rr
I~
I
I
training received at the school. In another case the
mother wrote that "he is a mity,good boy, he does all he
can to help me,lisens to me and takes my advice. You ma de
a man out of him and I thank you." In still another instance
a boy who worked on the farm while at the school wrote that
I am very glad to be back home and ever since I have been
tack I have been working. I have bought me a mule and am
going to farm this i^ar." In some cases hov/ever,the boy has
not profited to a great extent by his confinement in the
institution as shovm by the statement of a mother who wTote
that " is not employed. Since his return he has not
been honest and his associates are ver^' bad. ... I would
like to have his parole cancelled before he gets into
serious trouble .
"
^ letter received from a boy v/ho had completed his stay
at the school, is particularly interesting for it shows what
he himself thinks of the school and its ability to solve his
problems
:
Dear Mr. Layton,
I thought I v/ould v/rite you a note to see if you
cauld locate ray parents. X haven't heard from them for 5
months. I know you v/ill do the best you can. I would be
proud if I could hear from them and tell them that I am not
the boy I used to be when I was home. Jesus walks and talks
with me,Mr.Layton. That preacher made me feel like I had
rr
been bom a^ain. My peoples address is
In many instances boys have returned to the school and
told of their ability to get work due to the training
received at the school. In 1933 there were 11 former inmates
playirig in oiE of the leading fraternal bands in the state.
In most cases these boys knev/ nothing of music before coming
to tlie school. Another boy returned years after leaving,
bringing his wife and children with him. He said that he had
his ovm gaxage and was makins? a good living thanks to the
training given him at Virginia i.-anual Labo* School,
Virginia Industrial School for Girls
The Virginia Federation o"^ Colored V/omens Clubs,
realizing the need of a haven for tho e colored girls v/ho
h d had the unfortunate experience of committing certain
infractions of the law, bought 147 acres of I n:, in anover
Cv^unty in 1915 and began what is today known as one of the
outstanding institutions of its kind for colored girls.
Headed since its beginning by an outstanding social worker
ana organizer. Mrs.Jane Porter Barrett, its open doors have
would
received hundreds of unadjusted gii-ls v;no^have suffei-ea the
humiliation of a jail sentence, had not this scxiool b^en
in existence, xh need for thi^ type of work is illustrated
in an open letter by Mrs Barrett in 1915. She says thaf'only
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those vVxiO have follov/ed by day and by night the lives of
the so-called wayv/ard and delinquent c lored girls can
lUlly realize hov/ much needs to be done,aQd how much can be
d:ne,to give these girls a new start in life, ptr-oviaed onl^'-
tli^ are taken in hand early aau given the course which they
need. Patience and v/isdom. . . , can do more than
legislatures and physical punishment . "( 7^
The school was taken over by the State in 1925 and has
been a part of the Department of Pubj.ic V/elfare sin.e that
time.
There are sic modem buildings on the grounds © nsistin^
of two doratories,a sc ool,a laundry, administration
building, and superinxendant ' s home. There are 18 officers, 3 of
whom are teachers,an . all Ox v/hom a e experts in their fiela.
Sixty five acres are under cultivation supplying the
institution with sufficient p oduce and canned fruit =aid
v ge tables. Th girls aid the tv/o farmers in thw plantj_ng,
caring for, and the harvesting of the vegetables in addition
to the so-called 'inside' work as doiBstice science, sewing,
laund erirjg , e tc
.
Kine grades are taught of a combination vocational and
academic mture.(see Fig,VIII) Each month a school paper
titled 'The Booster' is published, edited and v/ritten by the
girls themselves,
74 .Jane Porter Barrett, Helping "/a:Avard Children ,
Southern Vorkman, pp. 59S-604

The following is a summaiy of the office report of the
Virginia Industrial School for a 5 year period ending 1936:
Fig . XIX 1931-32 1932-33 1933-34 1934-35 1935-36
Pairoled-
beg.
In school
at end--
-16 _ 3 6
- -~ 5- - - —
-
at
107 —94 86 88 — -94
Regarding distribution according to counties we find
that 36 out of 49 or 73, 4:^ of the cases received in 1933
were from 3 urban counties.
Fig. XX
Henrico 24
Norfolk 6
Pittsy1vania 4
Roanoke 2
Others -13
AO
V/hen the grils are sent from the school to their homes
ot to foster homes, there is very little cort act betv/een
the S(h ool and the girl even though she is techniclally still
^Arithin the custody of the school. Only when they are sent to
the boarding or foster home are they required to correspond
with the school. They are also required to send 1/2 of their
earnings \o the school where the money is kept until the

girls reach 21 years of age. In nany cases this amount is
sufficient to enable them to start on such careers as
doiBstic work or some other vocation.
V/hile Virginia has made rapid strides in its treatment
of juvenile delinquency durirg the past 20 years, there is
still room for many improvements, Virginia has too few
colored probation officers for the col<r ed population only
five being listed hsxh on the payroll of the cities or state.
More treatjnent from a sociological and psychological point of
view is need throughout the system, especially within the two
state reformatories. There is also an urgent need for a mental
hospital to care for the mentally deficient, (see p,42) F,W,
Darling, Chairman of the Trustees' Board of the two colored
reformatories expresses a similiar view v/hen he says that
"the problem of parole gives us much concern, in many cases;
as numbers of these boys and girls gixKXMX are feebleminded
and if paroled are again a raenxace to society. Their presence
is also detrimental to the care and teachiig of the other
inmates, "( 7^
75 .Annual Report of Virginia Industrial School, 1933, p,
4

SUI !IA RY
In this short study of the vital sub^ ct of Juvenile
Delinquency a'nong Negroes in Massachusetts and Virginia,we
fim much that is similar. That is to be expected for
human nature is the same in its reactions , attitudes and
impulses regardless of geographical, physical or racial
boundaries. It therefore follows that in a general way, that
factors and treatment run parallel whether the child is
living in the industrial north or the rural south.
The broken hcma is found to be a predominant factor in
both states. Jn Massachusetts 9 out of 13 cases cominitted
to the Boston Juvenile Court came from broken homes,v/hile
in Virginia, 154 out of 164 of the boys received at the
Virginia Manual Labor School lived with someone other than
both parents at the time of their delinquency.
Lack of recreational facilities is another factor
which greatly influences delinquency in both states.
Colored families are forced to live in the poorest sections
of the cities in both states. In one, this is mainly
because of poverty and undersurface segregation, while the
other state forces segregation upon them by municipal
ordinance.
Lack of educational facilities and race prejudice are
limited for the greater part to Virginia. The educational

factor is due to the lax enforcement of the compulsory
educational laws while race hatred is merely a continuance
of a traditional attitude of the South,
The methods of treatment whiHe not exactly parallel,
use similar measures in an effort to bring the wayward
and delinquent child back to normality. Massachusetts does
not avail itself of the detention home which is an important
factor in the system of Virginia, Rather, the Bay State seeks
as far as possible to return the accused to the custody of
his parents during the period before the hearing in the
juvenile court.
Probation is used extensively in both states, officials
believing that ever^'- child is entitled to an opportunity
of facing the future with as clean a record as possible and
without assuming the stigma of being an inmate of a
correctional institution.
On the statements of prominent officials in the field,
and boys themselves, we conclude that in Massachusetts there
is little prejudice shown the colored delinquent in the
state institutions , and every boy regardless of his race is
given an equal opportunity to absorb the instructions given.
In Viginia because of the separate institutions , there is
no prejudice within the schools and every boy is im de to
feel that his future rests with himself and his detemination
to partake of that v;hich is given him.

The ages of the boys in each state shov/ that in both
instances most of the delinquents received are between the
ages of 15 and 17 years. This does not infer that more boys of
the above ages co^'iiidt delinquencies , but that more of them are
apprehended and receive punishment for their oelincuencies.
In Virginia although the majority of the Negro boys live
in the rural sections,Jaost of those sent to the state
institutions come from the urban centers. This is cue in part
to the more efficient methods of apprehension conducted by ^he
urban authorities, and also to the increased opportunities for
petty larceny and other forms of raisdemeanors acting as a lure
to the adolescent v/ithin the cities.
The scientific approach to juvenile delinquency is
being stressed to a greater degree than ever before, and it is
apparent that an increased knowledge of scientific therary
is our most hopeful procedure for lessening delinquency among
Negroes in the future.
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